SHPC 2019 Holiday Raffle Tins
Astley’s No. 44 Dark Virginia Flake: A dark Virginia flake that is full of flavor, but easy on the tongue.
Citrus notes are detectable.
Briarworks International Back Down South: Travel down south with this hearty Va/Per Flake. Perfect for
front-porch sittin'.
Captain Black 5-Pack Assortment: One 1.5 ounce pack each of Original, Dark, Royal, Copper, and Gold.
Sure, it’s Captain Black, but it’s also nearly a half-pound of tobacco.
Cornell & Diehl Burley Flake #3: A blend of cool burning burley and rich, dark fired Kentucky which
team up with a bit of fine Virginia for the natural sweetness and welcome fragrance. Lastly, C&D added a
dash of perique for additional nuance.
Cornell & Diehl Mad Fiddler Flake: As the Mad Fiddler reaches his crescendo, embers take to your leaf,
setting your mixture of Virginia, Kasturi, Perique, and black Cavendish ablaze in the darkness.
Cornell & Diehl Opening Night (Simply Elegant Series): A delicious blend of the finest red and bright
Virginias pressed to perfection and sliced into flakes.
Cornell & Diehl Sansepolcro (Small Batch Series): Sansepolcro is carefully blended from unique, Italian
dark-fired florets and some of the finest red Virginias from North Carolina. Aromatically spicy with
earthy, clove-like undertones, these florets are all grown in the Sansepolcro region of Italy, which boasts
a history and tradition of tobacco cultivation to the 17th century. Combined with mellow citrus and
bread-like notes of the reds, it makes for a wonderful melange of flavors and aromas.
Cornell & Diehl Sun Bear (Small Batch Series): A blend of the finest red and bright Virginias balanced by
Basma leaf from 2014 and Izmir Orientals from 2013, with honey and a whisper of silver tequila and
elderflower to augment the fruity and floral notes of the choice Orientals and Virginias.
Cornell & Diehl Vieux Carré (Cellar Series): A traditional English tobacco composed of Latakia, Oriental,
and Virginia tobaccos, with a flavor every bit as complex as the French Quarter’s own diverse
atmosphere. Estimated peak flavor at 10-15 years (tin is dated November, 2016).
Dan Tobacco - Bill Bailey’s Best Blend: This cool burning, medium bodied smoke has various Virginia
grades, Oriental leaf both Cyprian and Syrian latakia, unflavored black cavendish and perique tobaccos
that provide the penultimate in smoking tobaccos. This tin is well over ten years old.
Dan Tobacco Gordon Pym: This blend contains golden Virginia, Maryland and a little dark fired Virginia
that gives this blend a profound flavor. Precious Oriental tobacco gives a soft tangy flavor that is
complimented by Syrian latakia. Broad-cut with a slow, even burn, especially in bigger bowls.
Dobie’s Four Square Aromatic: A combination of silky black cavendish, bright Virginia and smooth
burley along with rich notes reminiscent of vanilla, caramel, honey and dark fruit.
Dunhill Durbar: This blend contains a high proportion of Oriental leaf, Virginia and latakia. It is a broad
cut mixture and is medium in strength. Discontinued (apparently not to be reissued by Peterson).

Dunhill My Mixture 965: Choicest small latakia imparts a rich nutty flavor and coolness. Macedonia
bright is added for sweetness. Brown cavendish completes this blend beloved by English mixture
aficionados. Discontinued (to be reissued as Peterson).
Dunhill Ready Rubbed: a mixture of mature, flue-cured leaves from the USA, Brazil and Africa are
blended with sun-cured and smoky fired tobaccos from Indonesia and India. These are then pressed into
cavendish and topped with a subtle flavor. Discontinued (to be reissued as Peterson).
Dunhill Standard Mixture: A balanced blend of Virginia, latakia and Turkish tobaccos, fine rich flavor.
Discontinued (to be reissued as Peterson).
Escudo Navy De Luxe: A combination of full bodied Virginia from North Carolina and Virginia blended
with Perique from Louisiana are the cornerstones in Escudo. The blend is pressed and matured before it
is spun and cut into coins. This process ensures the unique character of Escudo.
Esoterica Dorchester: A special formulation of six light Virginias plus golden and dark Virginias with aircured leaf and a pinch of Louisiana perique. Easy burning is ensured by the carefully selected cut. The
perique balances the Virginias.
Esoterica Pembroke: A luxury English blend (Margate) is married with fine French cognac. This
outstanding mixture is a "match made in heaven." Rich taste with character to match.
Eric Nording Hunter Blend - Beagle (by McClelland): Aa classic dark, rich matured Virginia flake made
from mellow premium orange and red Virginias seasoned with the finest St. James Parish perique. Tin is
dated 2017. Discontinued.
Fribourg & Treyer Cut Virginia Plug: A full bodied, medium to full strength pressed flake. Very complex
from start to finish with a well-balanced taste that both boldly spicy and subtlety sweet.
Fribourg & Treyer Waterloo #2 Mixture: Waterloo No. 2 is one of the more subtle Latakia blends you're
likely to try. If you like mellow Virginias and prefer Latakia when it's used as a condiment rather than the
primary component, you'll be sure to enjoy this tobacco.
G.L. Pease Quiet Nights (Old London Series): Ripe red Virginias, fine Orientals, smokey Cyprus latakia,
and a pinch of acadian perique are pressed and matured in cakes before being sliced.
J.F Germain Balkan Sobranie: One of the most legendary Latakia-based blends in history. Dating back to
around the 1920s, this is a combination of wonderful Virginias, excellent Orientals and enough Latakia
for a robust and flavorful mixture.
J.F Germain Royal Jersey Original Latakia Mixture: Selected Virginian and Maryland type tobaccos
carefully blended with a selection of Oriental tobaccos from Greece and Turkey leaf and top grade
latakia. Specially processed to produce a mellow smoke with rich flavor.
John Aylesbury Classic Flake: Only top quality Virginias are the base for this truly excellent Danish
mixture. A Navy Cut, with a fine and smooth taste, featuring true tobacco Virginia sweetness. A blend
that is going to enchant more than the flake lover.
John Cotton Smyrna: A Turkish-forward blend with plenty of Latakia. Virginias add a touch of
sweetness to a robust, smoky and earthy experience.

Kramer’s Father Dempsey: This full-bodied English mixture (Latakia, Oriental, Virginia) was Kramer's
most popular house blend.
Mac Baren HH Burley Flake: A burley dominated flake containing tobaccos from 3 continents. Besides
burley, this flake also contains ripe Virginia tobaccos and a small portion of dark fired Kentucky.
McClelland CORPS Cyprian Star (Club Series): Fragrant, cool, slightly sweet Cyprian latakia, softens this
blend of ripe red, mottled orange and bright lemon Virginias. Then, naturally aromatic, mellow
mountain Basma adds exotic fragrance. Discontinued.
McClelland Frog Morton: An exceptionally dark, rich and full Latakia and Virginia mixture designed for
those who desire really satisfying Latakia flavor but want a pipe tobacco soft enough to smoke anytime.
Orlik Golden Sliced: A blend of golden, fully ripe Virginia leaves from the traditional districts of the
United States and a smidgen of perique. Natural sweetness and freshness with hints of citrus.
Peterson 3P’s (Peterson’s Perfect Plug): This excellent plug tobacco comprises selected Virginia leaf
from Africa and Brazil blended with burley leaf from Malawi. The tobaccos are lightly cased before
drying and pressing and then are heated and stored for 2 weeks before cutting. The result is a full
bodied yet fruity blend, sure to appeal to the experienced pipe smoker.
Peterson University Flake: The blend is based on a mix of mahogany, brown and orange Virginia grades
and sun cured leaf from India. It is then slowly pressed for days into cakes of tobacco and then sliced
into delicate flakes.
Rattray’s Black Mallory (British Collection): The basic tobaccos of Black Mallory are Virginia, Black
Cavendish, and Latakia. Carefully apportioning of the quantities of seasoning leaf brings about a dark
full-bodied mixture.
Savinelli Giubileo d’Oro: A zesty blend of Virginias from the U.S. and Brazil, mixed with creamy Cyprian
latakia and cold-pressed for a light, sophisticated all-day English mixture.
Seattle Pipe Club Yakima Valley: A latakia blend that can easily become a constant companion. Cyprian
latakia is melded with sweet Virginia, nutty burley (for body), and satiny, black cavendish for a touch of
sweetness.
Samuel Gawith 1792 Flake: Samuel Gawith's biggest selling flake, 1792 is produced from Dark-Fired
leaf, stripped, pressed and subtly flavored with tonquin to produce a slow burning, spicy and full
flavored smoke.
Samuel Gawith Squadron Leader Special Edition: Squadron Leader is a quintessential, all-day English
blend of Latakia, Turkish, and Virginia tobaccos. This 2019 reissue of the 1925 original recipe, limited to
4500 numbered tins, adds Perique for a subtly sweet and spicy aftertaste, and is a slightly fuller, more
nuanced variation.
Tinder Box Reserve 1928 (by McClelland): A cool, dry smoke with a light pleasing aroma. The
composition of this new tobacco is red Virginia, orange Virginia, Virginia flake, and a touch of burley. It
is lightly aromatic, with notes of cocoa. Tin is dated 2017. Discontinued.
Wessex Brown Virginia Flake: A sliced and pressed tobacco made from mahogany Virginias, which are
deeper in flavor and less sugary than most flue-cured tobaccos; rich and satisfying.

